T HIS special issue of TPAMI contains some of the best papers from CVPR'11, which was held in Colorado Springs in June of 2011. The collection of papers in this special issue was selected by the program and general chairs. It represents the papers that received the highest ratings by the CVPR 2011 reviewers and area chairs. This includes four prize-winning papers and other papers that were considered among the best work in the conference.
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There were a total of 1,677 papers that underwent the complete reviewing process for the conference, in addition to 353 submissions removed by the chairs or by the authors before reviewing began. There were a total of 59 papers accepted for oral presentations and 379 papers accepted as posters, for an overall acceptance rate of 26.4 percent of the 1,677 papers that received full reviews. Attendance for the 2011 CVPR was limited to 1,500 people for the main conference plus 50 people attending workshops only and approximately 50 exhibitors and volunteers.
All papers in the special section went through the usual TPAMI review process involving detailed reviews and revisions. The collection illustrates the state of the art on many different topics within computer vision.
There were four award papers selected by a committee of senior members of the community. These papers came from a pool of more than 10 papers selected by reviewers and area chairs. The paper awards were as follows:
. The program chairs and general chairs for CVPR 2011 would like to thank the reviewers and area chairs that were involved in the reviewing process. We would also like to thank the reviewers who agreed to rereview papers for this TPAMI special section. Finally, we would like to thank the staff at TPAMI for helping with the organization of this collection. His research interests include shape modeling and motion recovery from images, analysis of microscopy images, and Augmented Reality. He has (co)authored more than 250 publications in refereed journals and conferences. He is an IEEE Fellow and has been a TPAMI associate editor. He often serves as a program committee member, area chair, or program chair of major vision conferences.
Terrance E. Boult is the El Pomar Professor of Innovation and Security at the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs (UCCS). He had published more than 180 papers and holds nine patents (eight pending). Prior to joining UCCS, he held professorships at Lehigh and Columbia Universities. He is also the CEO/CTO of Securics, Inc., a company in the biometrics and security space. He has served as an associate editor for the Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, has been the PAMI-TC chair, and is a member of the IEEE Computer Society Golden Core. He is a senior member of the IEEE.
. For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
